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ABSTRACT

Many driving scenarios involve correctly perceiving road elements in depth and manually responding 
as appropriate. Of late, augmented reality (AR) head-up displays (HUDs) have been explored to assist 
drivers in identifying road elements, by using a myriad of AR interface designs that include world-
fixed graphics perceptually placed in the forward driving scene. Volumetric AR HUDs purportedly 
offer increased accuracy of distance perception through natural presentation of oculomotor cues as 
compared to traditional HUDs. In this article, the authors quantify participant performance matching 
virtual objects to real-world counterparts at egocentric distances of 7-12 meters while using both 
volumetric and fixed-focal plane AR HUDs. The authors found the volumetric HUD to be associated 
with faster and more accurate depth judgements at far distance, and that participants performed depth 
judgements more quickly as the experiment progressed. The authors observed no differences between 
the two displays in terms of reported simulator sickness or eye strain.
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INTRoDUCTIoN

Today’s modern cars collect vast amounts of data through various sources that need to be condensed 
and presented to drivers in a salient format. Accordingly, there are multiple ways to present the data 
to drivers, from console displays to dashboard displays and, recently, augmented reality (AR) head-up 
dis-plays (HUDs). While console displays and dashboard displays require users to look away from 
the road scene, HUDs display information contextually overlaid on top and into the driving scene. 
Since these displays do not require the user to glance away from the scene, there is opportunity for 
increased performance in visual and identification tasks without impacting primary task (driving) 
performance (Smith et al., 2017; Rusch et al., 2013; Tran et al., 2013).
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AR displays, however, can be impacted from several factors that impede users’ visual perception. 
Some AR HUDs, for example, can cause eye strain (Banks et al., 2013) or simulator sickness (Kennedy 
et al., 1993). These effects may be overcome through using binocular focal planes which further 
afford more accurate perception of virtual objects. Traditionally, to address these effects AR displays 
employ transparent or video see-through technology utilizing a fixed-focal display. Unfortunately, this 
solution is affected by the vergence-accommodation mismatch (Hoffman et al., 2008) which hinders 
depth perception. Common driving scenarios, such as collision hazards or pedestrian detection, often 
involve depth perception in order to comprehend and execute a response effectively. When combined 
with an AR HUD, these scenarios need to assist the driver with correct depth cues in order for them 
to identify the distance of any hazard and react accordingly. Traditional fixed-focal plane AR HUDs 
have to overcome their depth perception issues in order to be a more effective display for road hazards.

Volumetric AR displays purport to improve depth perception through the use of voxels. Voxels 
are illuminated points in three-dimensional space that can create depth cues naturally as they occupy 
a true depth location in variable focal planes. This approach eliminates the need for other specialized 
technology like stereoscopic glasses or head-tracking systems to create three-dimensional depth 
cues such as motion parallax or binocular disparity (Jones et al., 2008). As such, volumetric displays 
afford consistent oculomotor vergence and accommodation cues that help to overcome the issues 
with the mismatch that occurs with many other augmented reality displays (Swan et al., 2015). 
Moreover, volumetric displays can support natural depth cues and increase depth perception at 
arbitrary distances as compared to traditional fixed-focal plane display designs. Supporting natural 
depth cues is especially important in driving, where for example, AR graphics should guide drivers’ 
visual attention to hazards, and presenting AR graphics at the same depth of a hazard may increase 
detection and subsequent reactions.

This study evaluates a swept-volume volumetric AR HUD to better understand human 
performance gains against a traditional fixed-focal plane AR HUD. We focused specifically on the 
quality of depth judgments (both time and accuracy), speed/accuracy tradeoffs and practice effects 
over time. Furthermore, we collected self-reported measures of eye strain and simulator sickness to 
see what effect these displays have on drivers.

Our study found that depth perception does improve with volumetric AR HUD technology. 
This can be partially attributed to the fixed-focal display anchoring users’ depth perception to a 
particular distance which hinders users possibly more than the variable focal planes of the volumetric 
display helps. With further statistical analysis, we found a weak correlation between response time 
and judgment as well as an auto-correlation between trial number with respect to judgment and 
response time. There was also a multivariate negative correlation between trial number with respect 
to judgment and response time with the volumetric display. Since their accuracy did not improve, 
this shows a measure of learning where users were quicker to perceive distances. Furthermore, this 
significance was not present with the traditional fixed-focal display condition which shows that users 
were specifically more confident with the volumetric display for depth judgments.

These improvements in display technology indicate that volumetric displays can be effective 
for AR-based driver human machine interfaces (HMI). With the multiple focal planes afforded by 
volumetric displays, drivers have a means for more accurate depth perception of virtual objects. This 
improved accuracy becomes more prevalent as egocentric distance increases, and can be performed 
faster as drivers become more familiar with the display.

RELATED woRK

Depth Perception in Virtual Environments
Depth perception is the ability of the viewer to view, recognize, and estimate depth or egocentric 
distance (Swan et al., 2007). There are many different cues that can assist with this perception, such 
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as occlusion, binocular disparity, motion parallax and others as discussed in Cutting and Vishton’s 
work (Cutting and Vishton, 1995). One major hindrance with depth perception in many displays is 
the vergence-accommodation mismatch (Hoffman et al., 2008). Both vergence and accommodation 
are oculomotor cues that involve muscle groups controlling eye direction and lens flexing sending 
signals to the brain assisting distance and depth perception. A mismatch occurs when these two 
muscle groups send differing signals for the depth of objects. Volumetric displays can accurately 
simulate both accommodation and vergence as well as many others since they create these cues 
naturally through voxels.

Over the years, many experiments have explored the perceptual issues in virtual environments and 
display technologies. McIntire et al. (McIntire et al., 2014) synthesized the body of work evaluating 
3D display technologies from 184 experiments. From their summary, they found that 3D displays 
outperform their 2D counterparts in 75% of experiments. For our specific use case, 3D displays 
outperformed 2D displays in 57% of depth perception studies. In the field of human-computer 
interaction, AR displays have been evaluated through discrepancies between perceived distance and 
depth between virtual and physical objects (Livingston et al., 2013). Kruijff et al. (Kruijff et al., 
2010) performed an overview of experiments involving perception with AR displays and found that 
the most common issue with these displays was incorrect depth interpretation.

Unfortunately, research has found that depth perception is difficult to measure accurately. Pagano 
et al. (Pagano and Bingham, 1998) found participants directly estimating distances numerically was 
not an effective way of reporting perceived distance. Other experiments found success with blind 
walking (Interrante et al., 2006; Loomis and Knapp, 2003), but that will not work for our vehicular 
context. Distance matching, where a virtual object is matched with a real-world object at a certain 
egocentric distance, has also seen success in experiments (Jones et al., 2008; Swan et al., 2015; Bark 
et al., 2014). Since drivers are often tasked with pedestrian or collision warnings with real-world 
people are objects, we chose to implement this method.

Depth perception is furthermore compressed in virtual environments (Interrante et al., 2006; 
Dey and Sandor, 2014; Grossman and Balakrishnan, 2006; Jones et al., 2008). Research has found 
that users underestimate egocentric distance in virtual, mixed, and augmented realities and evaluated 
some root causes of the issue. Loomis et al. argue that field of view does not affect depth perception 
(Loomis and Knapp, 2003), though Kline and Witmer found that displays with larger field of views 
gave users better depth perception (Kline and Witmer, 1996). Cidota et al. (Cidota et al., 2016) 
explored using visual effects as a possible method to increase depth perception, but both of their 
proposed techniques actually decreased perception.

Volumetric Displays
Volumetric displays have continually evolved over the years to improve their definition and design. 
Sand et al., for example, explored using water vapor as a ‘fogscreen’ display (Sand and Rakkolainen, 
2014), while Hirayama et al. are using ‘quantum dots’ to create more compact volumetric displays 
(Hirayama et al., 2015). Other efforts have worked to create faster image processing to create higher 
quality images in volumetric displays (Kim et al., 2016b).

Depth perception has been explored previously with volumetric displays in a few experiments. 
Grossman and Balakrishnan compared volumetric displays to head-mounted stereoscopic displays 
and found that, while depth perception was improved, depth perception was still underestimated by 
about 20% (Grossman and Balakrishnan, 2006). Bark et al. performed an experiment looking at depth 
perception with a swept-volume volumetric display similar to ours (Bark et al., 2014). However, in 
their experiment the participants had to identify which sign a paper plane was hovering over, with 
no granularity to the judgments. Their experiment revealed that the participants could identify the 
correct distance 93-97% of the time as compared to 33% of the time with a traditional 2D display.

New display technologies are also being introduced that also create depth cues accurately. 
Light-field displays, for example, have been researched by Huang et al., but they are computationally 
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expensive and have issues with display brightness (Huang et al., 2015). Both of these factors limit 
their use in automotive contexts. Varifocal displays are another emerging competitor (Dunn et al., 
2017; Liu et al., 2008). However, these displays can only use a single variable focal plane to display 
virtual objects while volumetric displays can use multiple focal planes simultaneously.

Automotive Head-Up Displays
As AR becomes more popular in vehicular contexts, how perceptual issues impact driver performance 
will become more important. Smith et al. (Smith et al., 2017) evaluated how head-up displays (HUDs) 
affect drivers’ eye scan patterns and performance as compared to head-down displays. The authors 
found that HUDs increase visual task performance as compared to the head-down display and did 
not impact driving performance even though participants sustained longer glances at the HUD. Other 
experiments are working on measuring user performance with HUDs, through changes in graphics 
(Tonnis et al., 2008) or placement of the HUD (Haeuslschmid et al., 2015).

As improvements in HUD design continue, many driving aids are being designed to use the HUD 
to display contextually relevant information to the driver. Kim et al. (Kim et al., 2016a) studied how 
HUDs improve performance detecting pedestrians over auditory warnings. Kim et al. (Kim et al., 
2018) also looked into if conformal graphics would benefit monoscopic and volumetric displays. In 
both cases, the conformal graphics improved both depth perception and driver performance. Rusch et 
al. (Rusch et al., 2013) found that graphical warnings on HUDs decreased response time in identifying 
road hazards on long drives. Tran et al. (Tran et al., 2013) worked on a safety aid that assisted with 
drivers making turns against oncoming traffic. The above drivers’ aids use HUD technologies and 
require quick response times so that the driver can react appropriately.

The need for drivers to identify hazards necessitates for them to be able to accurately identify 
how far the hazards are. Several experiments have been performed to measure depth perception on 
HUDs. Ng-Thow-Hing et al. (Ng-Thow-Hing et al., 2013) found that when drivers were presented 
with focal cues in an AR display, distance perception error dropped from 22% to 9.5%. Smith et al. 
(Smith et al., 2015) performed an experiment in identifying depth perception of virtual pedestrian 
displayed on an AR HUD and physical pedestrians. They found that there was more variation in 
answers for the distance of the virtual pedestrian than the physical one. Broy et al. (Broy et al., 2014) 
studied design parameters for head-up displays for optimizing comfort and depth perception. The 
findings from these experiments suggest that improvements to display technology in terms of depth 
perception could increase performance in detection of hazards.

oBJECTIVES

Given the limited availability of literature explicitly comparing human performance using multi-focal 
plane AR displays to single-focal AR planes, we established several research questions to guide the 
work:

1.  Do volumetric displays improve the accuracy of depth judgments as compared to fixed-focal 
plane displays?

2.  Are there speed-accuracy tradeoffs in depth judgments and are those tradeoffs different with a 
volumetric display (as compared to single focal plane)?

3.  Does the magnitude of distance between the initial position of the virtual target and the real-world 
target effect the time and accuracy of depth judgments?

4.  Is the repeated use of a multi-focal plane display associated with less eye fatigue than a fixed-
focal plane display?
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METHoDS

It seems clear that spatial decision-making benefits from the addition of vergence-accommodation cues 
allowed by volumetric displays. Past work addressing this question focused on participants’ ability 
to identify a closest real-world reference point. To more precisely measure the effects of volumetric 
displays, we attempt to answer this question by allowing participants to control the distance of a virtual 
object in an effort to exactly match the distance of a real-world reference. We compare performance 
results of this task for both fixed-focal plane and volumetric displays. By doing so, we can examine 
volumetric displays’ impact on speed and accuracy of distance perception tasks. We hypothesize 
that the provision of vergence-accommodation cues by volumetric displays will yield improvements 
in both speed and accuracy of the aforementioned task with the caveat that these benefits will 
experience diminishing returns up to a distance of 10 meters, at which point they cease to contribute 
to distinguishing between distances as outlined by Cutting and Vishton (Cutting and Vishton, 1995).

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Study Design
Participants were tasked with performing 60 distance matching tasks over two display conditions: 
(1) volumetric presentation using multiple focal planes, and (2) fixed-focal plane presentation 
mimicking that of a traditional transparent display. The ordering of these conditions was alternated 
across participants to minimize ordering effects.

Real-world referents existed as three rectangular, single-color signs placed at 7, 9.5, and 12 
meters (see Figure 1); all medium-field distances as defined by Swan et al. (Swan et al., 2007). 
The near limit of this range was chosen due to hardware constraints, and the far limit allowed us to 
examine the impact of volumetric display just past the effective range of 10 meters for vergence cues 
(Okoshi, 2012). By doing so, we are able to isolate other cues provided by volumetric presentation 
and examine their impact out and along-side vergence cues.

Several strategies were employed to limit the number of available distance cues. Virtual rectangles 
were presented with width and height ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 meters to prevent participants from 
matching virtual and real-world objects based on their relative size. These virtual rectangles were 
initially placed randomly between 1 and 3 meters away from their associated real-world referent either 
closer to or farther from the participant than its associated referent. Whether the virtual rectangle was 
closer to or further from the participant than the referent was balanced such that the amount of virtual 
rectangles that were initially closer was equal to the amount that were initially farther. Participants 
were instructed to refrain from moving their head from side to side to minimize information obtained 
through parallax cues. Combined, these strategies effectively constrain available distance cues to 
oculomotor vergence, accommodation, and binocular disparity.

Procedure
Before beginning the experiment, participants were instructed to value accuracy over speed. 
Additionally, participants were not made aware of which display type was actively being used to 
present virtual objects.

At the start of each task, the participant was presented with a virtual rectangle with the goal of 
matching its distance to that of its real-world referent (indicated by matching colors). The participant 
would manipulate the virtual rectangle’s distance using the arrow keys on a provided keyboard. Once 
satisfied with the virtual rectangle’s placement, the participant pressed the space bar to indicate 
completion of the task, after which the next virtual rectangle would be generated and presented to 
the participant. This continued until completion of the session for the relevant display condition, after 
which participants completed any relevant questionnaires.
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The study was a 2 × 3 repeated measures design with independent variables: display technology 
(fixed-focal plane and volumetric) and referent distance (7, 9.5, and 12 meters). Dependent measures 
consisted of distance estimation in meters and task completion time in milliseconds.

HARDwARE AND SoFTwARE

Participants sat in front of a mock vehicle dashboard which houses our volumetric display, shown in 
Figure 2. Voxel (red, green, blue, and depth) information is rendered by a C++/Qt5 graphical engine 
and transmitted over USB3 whose connection is managed by a customized version of the libusb C 
library. The display is oriented such that three real-world reference objects are within a participant’s 
field of view while viewing virtual objects on the volumetric display (Figure 3). These references 
are placed off center to avoid confusing occlusion cues caused by intersection of the real-world and 
virtual objects. Virtual objects were presented in the unobstructed display volume of 7 to 13 meters, 
the farther end of which is physically indicated by a black sheet.

To simulate a fixed-focal plane display, the volumetric display is artificially limited to only 
display graphics on a single focal plane, mimicking the behavior of a traditional transparent display. 
During fixed-focal plane trials, graphics were displayed on the focal plane at 7 meters, the nearest 
available on our display.

The volumetric display used was provided by Honda Research Institute. It projects graphics at 
60Hz in a swept, 17◦ circular volume. This display expands the range of available distance cues by 
rapidly switching between focal planes while displaying graphics, effectively granting users the ability 
to employ binocular disparity, motion parallax, and oculomotor convergence and accommodation 
as distance cues.

To ensure these cues can be effectively employed by participants, the display was calibrated by 
presenting three virtual objects of known size, shape, and location. Real-world objects mimicking 
the appearance of these virtual objects were placed at the same locations as the virtual objects. Field 
of view of the display (defined by software) was altered until the virtual objects appear to match 
the location of their real-world counterparts. After altering field of view, a manual focus single-lens 
reflex camera with a vernier focus feature was used to validate that the focal planes of the virtual and 
real-world objects match according to the process outlined by Kerr (Kerr, 2005).

Figure 1. Conceptual illustration of experimental setup depicting position of participant and three real-world referents (colored 
signs). In this figure, the participant is using the down key to bring the virtual green rectangle closer in an attempt to depth 
match the virtual green rectangle to its real-world green referent. The initial starting position of virtual rectangles was randomized 
between 1 and 3 meters on either side of real-world referents.
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Participants
Participants were selected based on exclusionary criteria intended to ensure their safety. Any history 
of epilepsy, seizures, or migraines disqualified potential participants; this is necessary to avoid adverse 
effects that may be caused by visual displays. Additionally, to maintain the integrity of collected data, 
participants were required to have working binocular vision and perfect or corrected-to-perfect vision.

There were 11 participants with ages ranging from 20 to 33 and a mean age of 22.8. Nine of the 
participants were male and two were female. Five were given the volumetric display condition first, 
while 6 were given the fixed-focal plane condition first. Six participants had glasses or contacts that 
corrected their vision.

Data Collection
Participants completed five questionnaires over the course of the experiment. General background 
information was collected via a demographic questionnaire administered before starting the 
experiment. Simulator sickness questionnaires were administered before starting the experiment, after 

Figure 2. The volumetric AR display used in our experiment was housed in a fixed mockup vehicle dash. Participants viewed the 
virtual rectangles and real-world referents through the glass pane located above the steering wheel.
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completing the first session, and at the end of the experiment to monitor participants’ perceived health 
over the duration of the experiment. Finally, participants were asked to complete a post-experiment 
questionnaire containing the following open-ended questions:

1.  Please describe any differences you noticed between technology setups;
2.  Were there any noticeable differences in the way you had to gauge distances with the two 

technologies?
3.  Which display technology did you prefer?
4.  Were there any techniques you leveraged in order to match the distances? If yes, please describe 

them.

Answers to these questions informed experimenters of behavioral patterns not immediately 
apparent through direct observation of participants.

The software responsible for rendering the virtual objects simultaneously collected quantitative 
metrics of performance. These metrics included distance of the real-world referent, distance of the 
virtual object after manipulation by the participant, and task completion time in milliseconds.

Figure 3. A view of the active volumetric display with virtual rectangles overlaid on the real-world referents (colored, rectangular 
signs). The white center cross-hair and correctly-sized virtual rectangles show here were used for calibration purposes only; 
participants saw randomly sized rectangles as described in the text, presented one at a time.
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QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

Speed and Accuracy of Depth Judgments
After confirming assumptions of normality, we conducted a two-way repeated measures ANOVA to 
evaluate whether task completion times (ms) varied across different display types and referent distances 
(Figure 4). Results show significant effects of referent distance (F (2, 18) = 23.518, p < 0.001) and 
an interaction between display types and referent distance (F (2, 18) = 10.71, p < 0.001). Post-hoc 
comparisons with Tukey’s adjustments for multiple comparisons revealed that task completion time 
is significantly different (p < 0.01) among display types for the referent at 12m. Participants made 
faster judgments in the multifocal condition over the single focal condition.

We performed two-way repeated measures of ANOVA to assess whether display type or referent 
distance impacted participants’ absolute judgment error, defined as the absolute value error between 
a final judgment and actual target distance (Figure 5). We performed all testing after logarithmic 
transformation as data was not initially normally distributed. Tests found a main effect for display 
type (F (1, 613) = 74.80, p < 0.001) and referent distance (F (2, 613) = 35.08, p < 0.001). Post-hoc 
comparisons with Tukey’s adjustment for multiple comparisons revealed that participants’ absolute 

Figure 4. Comparison of task completion time to referent target distance, with standard error of the mean bars
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judgment error was greater for the single focal display (t (613) = 8.65, p < 0.001), while post-hoc tests 
for target distance revealed judgment error was greater for the 12m target distance than 9.5m (t (613) 
= 10.09, p < 0.001) and 7m target distance (t(613) = 13.39, p < 0.001), and similarly that judgment 
distance was greater for the 9.5m target distance than the 7m (t (613) = 2.40, p = 0.017) Examining 
interactions, we saw larger judgment error for single as compared to multi-focal volumetric at 9.5m 
(p = 0.002) and 12m (p < 0.001) target distances with no significant difference between display types 
at the 7.5m target distance (Figure 3).

Speed-Accuracy Tradeoffs in Depth Judgments
To further examine the nature and relationship between response speed and judgment error, we 
performed multivariate analysis between the two measures using pairwise correlations. Results 
show that a weak to medium positive correlational relationship exists between task completion 
time and judgment error for both displays (R = 0.458 ± 0.063). When performed specific to display 
type, correlational pairwise comparisons revealed a medium positive relationship between task time 
completion and judgment error (R = 0.5056 ± 0.086) for the static display condition but no relationship 
between the two variables for the multi-focal display condition (R = 0.001 ± 0.109).

Figure 5. Comparison of absolute judgment error to referent target distance, with standard error of the mean bars
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Initial Position of Virtual Target
We were interested in evaluating whether the absolute difference in distance between target and referent 
location (i.e. the total distance participants were required to move the virtual object from its initial 
referent position towards the final correct target) impacted either response time or judgment error, 
and performed pairwise correlational analysis to test for effects. However, no significant correlations 
were found for between the required correction distance and either response time or judgment error.

Simulator Sickness, Eye Strain, and Fatigue over Time
We had participants fill out the SSQ specifically to investigate eye strain common in AR displays. 
To address this, we analyzed the data gathered by the SSQ. Six participants reported no increase in 
sickness metrics at all. Four reported a slight increase in either eye strain or difficulty focusing, which 
makes sense given that the experiment required them to concentrate and adjust their focus between 
virtual objects and real-world referents. We looked into if there was any relation between those that 
did report eye strain and which trial they completed first (fixed focal or volumetric). However, they 
split evenly between the two, with two reporting eye strain after the fixed-focal display and two after 
the volumetric display.

We conducted Friedman’s tests on the SSQ dataset, which is a non-parametric alternative to 
repeated measures ANOVA for ordinal data, since the SSQ data is not normally distributed. We 
found no differences in 15 out of 16 subscales of SSQ. Five participants felt slight (i.e. rating=1) 
eye-strain while using the HUD which is statistically significant (Friedman’s test shows χ2 (2) = 
7.54, p = 0.023). Post-hoc comparison between experimental conditions revealed that both displays 
are associated with increased eye-strain (p < 0.001 for both). However, no differences between multi-
focal volumetric and single-focal display was found.

Effects of Fatigue and Practice over Time
Since we collected the Kennedy SSQ after every display condition, as opposed to after every trial, 
we are unable to examine fatigue over a series of display condition trials. Thus, we examined eye 
fatigue over time indirectly using measures of response time and absolute judgment error under the 
hypothesis that participants would get slower and/or less accurate over the course a set of display 
condition trials.

Figure 6. Multivariate correlation between task completion time and absolute judgment error for both fixed and multi-focal displays, 
with density ellipse showing where 90 percent of data is expected to lie
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We first performed a Durbin-Watson test to check for effects of auto-correlation and found 
moderate but acceptable effects for both response time (d = 1.235) and absolute judgment error (d 
= 1.432) across all trials, display conditions and participants.

In order investigate whether participants experienced any learning or practice effects over time, 
we next performed multivariate correlational analysis to explore whether any relationship existed 
between either task completion time and trial number or judgment error and trial number. Pairwise 
correlations revealed no relationship between task time and trial number for the fixed display condition 
(R = −0.1381±0.106) but did reveal a weak-to-moderate negative relationship between task time 
and trial number for the multi-focal volumetric display condition (R = −0.4700±0.081). However, 
no relationship was found between judgment error and trial number for either the fixed focal plane 
display (R = −0.058) or the volumetric display (R = −0.099).

DISCUSSIoN

The data we gathered for our 2x3 repeated measures experiment generated results that helped us 
understand our research questions.

Before discussing the results, it should be noted that our distance estimation results in figure 
Figure 4 appear to show an overestimation of distances rather than the underestimation that other 
depth perception experiments find. This overestimation is actually a result of our experimental 
design. In most other depth perception experiments, participants control the depth of a real-world 
object and attempt to match its depth with a virtual object. Instead, we gave our participants control 
of a virtual object and asked them to match its depth with a real-world object. Therefore, our results 
are consistent with prior work, where participants underestimate egocentric distances when placing 
real-world objects at estimated virtual distances (Interrante et al., 2006).

Depth Judgments
From the collected data, we found that the judgment error for the volumetric display was not 
significantly better for the referent distances of seven meters. However, the participant performance 
was significantly better for the 9.5 and twelve-meter referent distance (see Figure 5). The disparity 
in significance could be explained by the fixed-focal plane being set at seven meters. In other words, 
since the fixed-focal plane was set to the same distance as the first (seven meter) referent target, 
there were no differences as compared to the multi-focal condition since the multi-focal was set to a 

Figure 7. Multivariate correlation between task completion time and trial number for both fixed and multi-focal displays, with 
density ellipse showing where 90 percent of data is expected to lie
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similar distance. For the second (9.5) and third (twelve meter) referent target, the focal cues are stark 
enough that significance is established.

These results could further suggest that the fixed-focal plane condition was hindering distance 
perception more so than the volumetric display was assisting. This hindrance would explain why 
participants took significantly longer in order to match the furthest (twelve meter) referent target in 
the fixed-focal plane condition. Since we attempted to remove the effectiveness of other focal cues 
like relative size (by randomizing the displayed rectangle’s height and width) and removed other 
possible learning factors (by randomizing the initial distance to the referent target) the focal planes 
were the only active source providing cues to the participants. We expect that those focal planes 
anchored the participant’s depth perception to the focal plane’s distance. For the fixed-focal plane 
condition, this anchoring created a conflict when placing the virtual object. This effect can be seen 
in the further statistical analysis where participants took longer to extract cues when using the fixed-
focal plane condition at twelve meters (see Figure 4). Even though the participants took more time, 
their judgment was still significantly worse due to the incorrect cues being provided to them. For our 
road scene environment, we expect this mismatch decreased confidence in a driver’s perception could 
negatively affect safety judgments or increase reaction time when a driver is presented with a hazard. 
Furthermore, these results suggest that HUDs using a fixed-focal plane should avoid using conformal 
graphics and stick to more simple symbology when displaying hazards. In other words, if the display 
does not afford the visual cues a user might expect when seeing a certain type of image, it may only 
confuse and confound the user rather than improving their performance in part or conditionally. As a 
further example, if the perceptual form of a graphic is going to be placed in the real world and needs 
to be related to a real world referent, e.g. turn arrow with a real world street, a multi-focal display will 
likely be more appropriate over a traditional fixed-focal displays. These results could be investigated 
in future endeavors to determine the strength of this anchoring effect.

Unique Interactions with Volumetric Displays
One interesting thing to note is that participants interact with the volumetric display in a fundamentally 
different way than they do with the fixed-focal display. From Figure 6, we can see a clear medium 
strength relationship between participants’ absolute judgment error and response time when using the 
volumetric display but no such relationship when participants interact with the fixed-focal display. 
We believe that participants leveraged the cues provided in the volumetric display to improve both 
their time and error simultaneously. We know this is due to the volumetric display since there is no 
correlation in the fixed-focal condition. Another finding of note is that with continued use of the 
volumetric display, we observed that participants tended to improve their time toward making depth 
judgments when using the volumetric display, but not when using the fixed-focal plane display (see 
Figure 7). We see this as a practice effect, in that participants gained greater confidence about where 
to place the virtual object more confidently. What is interesting to note is that despite this increase 
in judgment speed, the participants did not actually show improvement in the quality of judgments 
themselves over time whatsoever. It is possible that participants either incorrectly perceived their 
judgments as improving, or simply gained more familiarity and comfort with the visual cues afforded 
uniquely by the multi-focal volumetric display. The question then becomes whether this improvement 
in speed could truly be considered as an advantage unique to the volumetric display. However, we 
argue that because the display regardless allowed participants to confidently act more quickly with 
their depth judgments, this improvement in action time would in turn likely afford any user the ability 
to allocate more cognition to perform other important tasks when used in use cases where the user’s 
actions are time dependent, such as driving. For example, while performing a common route-following 
task, the driver could pay more attention to pedestrian traffic or secondary tasks like changing the 
radio station, while still judging the distance to their next turn with greater efficiency as compared 
to a static display. Therefore, even though use of the volumetric display might not improve a user’s 
judgment with practice, it still could be used more efficiently over time than a static display.
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Qualitative Data
The qualitative data was analyzed to better users’ perceptions of the display and any strategies they 
employed to match the distances. Participants noted that they often used the relative speed at which 
the distance changed for the virtual object between button presses to estimate its distance. This 
would imply that an apparent size cue may have been instrumental for participants as a method of 
measurement. Further experiments could have different movement intervals to hinder such strategies 
and thus force participants to rely more on their visual focus. Six participants further reported that 
the 12-meter referent distance was the hardest to place, especially in trials employing the fixed-focal 
plane display. That insight follows the quantitative data, where participants incorrectly estimated 
the 12-meter distance with the fixed-focal display technology. Only two participants stated that they 
concentrated on how their eyes were focusing on the rectangles as cues to the virtual object’s distance. 
Ten of the 11 participants indicated a preference for the volumetric display technology due them feeling 
it was easier to work with. Further qualitative data could be gathered in future research to address 
why participants felt the volumetric display was easier to work with than the fixed-focal display.

LIMITATIoNS

Our volumetric display was calibrated for vehicular contexts, which means that its minimum focal 
distance (seven meters) was higher than for many other AR displays. However, while we are focusing 
on distances in ‘action-space,’ as defined by Cutting and Vishton, we can consider the minimum 
to be seven meters rather than 1.5 since most driving hazards are greater than seven meters away 
(Cutting and Vishton, 1995). Similarly, the upper bound of our target distances for our experiment 
was due to the dimensions of our testing room. The maximum distance our room (an equipment bay) 
afforded was 13 meters. For future research we would like to find a larger testing area to experiment 
with further distances. Unfortunately, we also wanted to control lighting to avoid issues with display 
fidelity. This requires an indoor testing facility as we cannot control weather patterns. In addition, 
finding a larger test area would address another limitation. The equipment bay we performed our 
study had many visual distractors which could have impacted the qualitative and quantitative results.

Our low participant count was another limitation of our study. To account for this, we had each 
participant perform 30 trials for each display condition. We still would prefer to perform a larger 
study in the future with more participants.

We used three different colors (red, yellow, and green) to differentiate between the referent 
distances and indicate to the participants which target they should match depth with. However, human 
depth perception is affected by chromostereopsis which is the perception that certain colors appear 
closer than others (Allen and Rubin, 1981). However, since we color-match our targets with the 
virtual representation (i.e., matching green virtual rectangles with the green sign) chromostereopsis 
should have affected both the virtual and physical representations equally. Furthermore, since we 
performed the experiment indoors, the lighting was consistent such that it should not have affected 
the depth judgments.

CoNCLUSIoN AND FUTURE woRK

Our results show that volumetric displays do provide better performance and a means for more 
accurate depth judgments of virtual objects over traditional fixed-focal plane displays. In particular, 
this improvement increases as the target distances are further away from the fixed-focal plane’s depth. 
We further hypothesize that this is due to users anchoring their perception on the fixed-focal plane’s 
depth, which hinders their ability to judge depth accurately. Since volumetric displays have multiple 
variable focal planes, they can overcome this issue and have a more consistent level of judgments 
throughout their display volume.
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In the future, we would like to address some of the confounding variables in our experiment, 
such as limiting the visual distractors or increasing the distances and number of referent targets. We 
would like to repeat the experiment in a large empty space, such as an empty parking lot. Furthermore, 
conducting the experiment in an outdoor setting would increase external validity, as the display is 
intended to be used while driving, but this may create new confounding variables in terms of weather 
and variable lighting.
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